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Transport of fast electron beams(FEB), generated through the interaction of a relativistic laser

pulse, through solid targets plays an important role in a variety of schemes, including fast ig-

nition ICF, laser driven ion acceleration, x-ray production, generation of warm dense matter

and lab astrophysics experiments. The propagation of this FEB through a target leads to the

generation of electric fields which, in-turn, generates a return current of electrons. The counter

propagating return current is found to be collisional compared to the collisionless nature of

FEB, which is responsible for the dominant heating mechanism, ohmic heating, in solid targets.

Advancements in magnetic collimation of FEBs [1] have offered the possibility of controllable

heating using this FEB, which would be highly useful in the investigation of both warm and

hot dense matter. Current theoretical analyses[1] assume a Spitzer-like resistivity for the back-

ground plasma. Although this is correct in materials at sufficiently high temperatures, for tem-

peratures below a few hundreds of eV, there can be substantial deviations from this resistivity.

This deviation therefore fails to characterise the dependency of the FEB for a variety of exper-

imental parameters, including intensity, wavelength & density. To substantiate this hypothesis,

a combination of hybrid simulations and analytical scaling laws are used. The analytical scal-

ings laws are derived from work originally presented by Davies(2003) [2] while the 3D hybrid

code ZEPHYROS[1] is used to perform the simulations. The simulations were carried out for

a TARANIS laser experiment [3], by varying various laser and target parameters. Results from

a series of systematic simulations show that the Spitzer dependencies on parameters severely

underestimated the target heating for temperatures up to 100s of eV [4].
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